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ABSTRACT 

The "counter ratio” technique of Bonner, et al., for measuring 

neutron thresholds has been extended to bombarding energies greater 

than 6 MeV0 Neutron background problems had previously precluded 

neutron threshold measurements with this technique at these energies. 

A system was developed which allowed the beam to be stopped 30 ft. 

away from the thin foil target in a heavily shielded cave. No slits 

were used other than those of the analyzing magnet, and they were 

shielded. A remotely retractable plunger permitted accurate align¬ 

ment of the beam by minimizing the beam current on a Ta disk with 

a 3/16” aperture. The slow counter consisted of 2 BF3 tubes imbedded 

in paraffin through which the beam passed. Improvement in background 

CO 

by a factor of 5 or better over stopping the beam in a Ni slug at 

the target was achieved. Thresholds were measured for various (p,n) 

reactions, and the results are given as follows according to the 

form, reaction (level in’residual nucleus) threshold energy in MeVi 

C13(p,n)N13(0) 3.235, (2) 6.965; Al27(p,n)Si27(0) 5.800, (1) 6.611, 

(2) 6.793, (3) 8.046, (4) 8.549; Cr52(p,n)Mn52(l) 5.975, (2) 6.149; 

Ni58(p,n)Cu58(0) 9.509; Ni60(p,n)Cu60(0) 7.025, (1) 7.092, (2) 7.325; 

Ni^(p,n)Cu82(0) 4.812, (1) 4.852, (2) 5.109. Many resonances were 

seen in the various compound nuclei. 

a T.W. Bonner and C.F. Cook, Phys. Rev. 96, 122(1954). 



I INTRODUCTION 

Measurements of neutron threshold energies have yielded results in 

several areas of interest in nuclear physics. The precise determination 

of ground state Q values and isotopic mass differences and the location 

and accurate measurement of the energies of excited states in nuclei are 

some of the more important data obtained by the measurement of neutron 

thresholds. Threshold energies also provide some of the most accurate 

and reproducible calibration points for analyzing magnets of electro¬ 

static accelerators, 

Since (p,n) reactions in general have negative Q values, the in¬ 

coming proton must have enough kinetic energy to make the reaction 

energetically possible. Using the conservation laws for mass-energy 

and momentum, one obtains an equation relating the nuclear disintegra¬ 

tion energy Q and the kinetic energy, measured in the laboratory system, 

of the incident and product particles 

The subscripts 1, 2, 3, and 4 refer to the incident particle, the target 

nucleus, the emitted particle, and the residual nucleus respectively, 

is the laboratory angle between the incident beam direction and the 

emitted particle direction. For (p,n) reactions E-^ and M^ represent 

the energy and mass of the incoming proton, while E3 and M3 refer to the 

corresponding quantities for the emitted neutron. The general solution 

of equation (1) for the quantity \j~E3 is given by 
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where IT = 
M3 t M* 

and fj\4 Q -b £"/ (M^~ M,) 

M 3 -h M4. 

(2) 

The minimum bombarding energy* as measured in the laboratory coor¬ 

dinate system* for which the reaction is possible is called the thresh¬ 

old energy, (%) thresh0 •tn berms of equation (2) the reaction first 

2 
becomes possible when E^ is large enough to make v + w = 0„ Thus the 

minimum bombarding energy* as a function of the angle at which the 

neutron is emitted, is given by 

+ M+ J. 
(£,)&- - Q. £- (3) 

If the neutrons are detected at <9- 0\ then (Ei)^ is the threshold 

energy and is given by 

Mi -hMz 
(^l)ihresh = ® M; 

LJ (4) 

From equation (3) it is seen that a higher bombarding energy is 

required if the neutrons are to be detected at some angle (90fOo For 

some particular value of the bombarding energy* (E^)^ ^ ^ * neutrons 

are emitted at all angles less than „ This is what is known as the 

’’cone effect <,’’ Neutrons are emitted in a forward cone which spreads 

open with increasing E-^ until it is of half-angle 90° <, Any further in¬ 

crease in Ei will result in the emission of neutrons in all directions « 

For sufficiently large bombarding energy* the energy of the emitted 

neutron will depend upon whether the residual nucleus is left in the 
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ground state or in an excited state0 There will be threshold energies 

for each state in the residual nucleus , and there will be no neutrons 

emitted for bombarding energies below the ground state threshold0 The 

detection of ground state thresholds which occur at modest bombarding 

energies for light and medium weight nuclei is relatively simple„ The 

incoming proton has a good probability of penetrating the Coulomb 

barrier of the target nucleus, and the outgoing neutrons have only to 

overcome the centrifugal barrier due to their angular momentum,. When 

the reaction is such that the neutron is not required to carry off any 

angular momentum, the onset of neutron production at threshold is rapid 

and well defined in energy,. In those reactions that require the neutron 

to leave with non-zero relative angular momentum, the neutron produc¬ 

tion is not so plentiful,. In general the reaction cross section immedi¬ 

ately above the neutron threshold for the case of charged particle 

2 
bombardment is given by s 

refer to the entrance and exit channels respectively, while 6^ is the 

exit channel energy0 From this it follows that the yield curve for JL>° 
has zero slope at threshold, while for O the slope is infinite „ 

Thus it would not be possible to detect a threshold that did not proceed 

3 
at least partially through s-waves„ 

If the ground state threshold is measured by bombardment of a thick 

target, then the total neutron yield Y immediately above threshold will 

be proportional to for s-wave neutrons„ The reason for this is 

that the yield from thick target bombardment is due not only to charged 

(5) 

where X is the orbital angular momentum of the neutron, o( and ft 
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particles with the incident beam energy but also to those that lose 

energy in the target and are still capable of causing the reaction. 

Thus the yield is proportional to the integral of the cross section. 

A plot of vs. Ej is thus required for thick target measurements 

3 
in order to extrapolate to zero yield. 

The measurement of neutron thresholds for excited states in the 

residual nucleus is usually more difficult than for ground states since 

for a particular reaction excited state thresholds are at a higher bom¬ 

barding energy than the ground state threshold. If one wishes to 

measure a given excited state threshold, he must contend with the back¬ 

ground of neutrons which leave the residual nucleus in the ground state 

and lower lying excited states. In addition, an increase in the neutron 

yield does not necessarily signify a threshold, since variations in the 

reaction cross section due to resonances in the compound nucleus also 

cause fluctuations in the total neutron yield. If one had a neutron 

detector which counted neutrons in the restricted energy range of 0 to 

50 keV and did not count neutrons of higher energies, then he could 

possibly detect excited state thresholds with this counter since an 

increase in the yield measured with this counter would be due to thresh¬ 

old neutrons. Unfortunately, no such counter exists. However, a method 

of measuring excited state thresholds was devised by Willard and Preston* 

5<~8 
and later modified and improved by Bonner and his collaborators. This 

method consists of using two detectorss one that is sensitive preferen¬ 

tially to slow neutrons and another which responds more or less equally 

to neutrons of all energies. These counters are called the slow counter 

and fast counter respectively. These two counters are placed directly 
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behind the target with the slow counter nearer the target and with both 

counters subtending approximately the same solid angle. At a threshold 

the slow counter. which is more sensitive to slow neutrons , shows a much 
i 

larger percentage increase in yield than does the fast counter. At a 

resonance, however, both counters show the same relative increase in 

yield since only the total number of neutrons changes, not the energies 

of the various groups coming from the ground state and lower lying 

excited states. Thus if one takes the ratio of the slow counter yield 

to that of the fast counter, then an increase in the ratio indicates 

a threshold. 

Using this "counter ratio" technique, various workers have measured 

a great number of thresholds. All of these measurements that have 

included excited state thresholds, however, have been in the energy 

range from 0 to 5 or 6 MeV. Above this energy the profuse production 

of neutrons by a beam of protons striking any of the usual beam stopping 

materials makes the measurement of excited state thresholds unfeasible 

by this technique. One reason for the large neutron production is that 

protons of these energies are above the Coulomb barrier height for the 

light and medium-weight nuclei. For example, the Coulomb barrier heights 

for nuclei with A=10, 20, 40, and 60 are l.SS, 2.65, 4.35, and 5.7 

23 
MeV, respectively. The transmission coefficient, which is a measure 

of the probability of the proton*s entering the nucleus, for a proton 

of about 6 MeV incident on a target With Z — 20 depends on the angular 

momentum, and representative values for, say, JL - 0 and Ji = 1 are that 
2 

the transmission coefficient is 0.13 and 0.10 respectively. The proton 

thus has a good probability of penetrating the nucleus. Neutron 
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emission* whenever energetically possible* is a favored mode of deexci¬ 

tation because of the lack of a Coulomb barrier for outgoing neutrons. 

Thus a large background of neutrons is present whenever a proton beam 

of greater energy than about 5 or 6 MeV is stopped. 

With the advent of the tandem Van deGraaff accelerator and the 

subsequent increase in the range of energies of beams with good resolu¬ 

tion available* it became desirable to be able to extend the powerful 

"counter ratio" technique to the measurement of higher energy thresholds. 

Because of the neutron background at these higher energies, it was 

obvious that the beam could no longer be stopped at the target. A 

system has been developed that allows the beam to be stopped a safe 

distance away from the target, and the measurement of excited state 

thresholds at energies above 6 MeV can be achieved with this system. 

The remainder of this thesis is concerned with the description of the 

system and the results that have been obtained with it. 



II METHOD 

In view of the problems associated with stopping the beam at the 

target, it was decided to attempt measuring thresholds while stopping 

the beam in either lead or graphite a safe distance from the target 

area<> A neutron cave, heavily shielded with concrete and borax, was 

constructed for this purpose about 30 ft. away from the targeto By 

allowing the beam to be stopped in this cave, it was possible to 

measure excited state thresholds at higher energies than previously. 

The background at the target area due to stopping the beam in this 

manner was measured and found to be quite small. The arrangement is 

shown in Figure 1. 

After being defined in energy by the exit slits of the analyzing 

magnet, the beam passed through the switching magnet. Immediately after 

the switching magnet there was a heavy concrete wall which separated the 

experimental area from the accelerator room. The experimental area was 

a 50 ft. square room with a 4 ft. deep pit in the center covered by an 

aluminum floor. About 6 ft. beyond the wall the beam passed through an 

alternating gradient magnetic lens, by means of which the beam could 

be focused at any point along the beam tube. The target chamber was 

positioned above the center of the neutron pit in order to reduce the 

scattering of the neutrons by the concrete floor. The exit tube for 

the chamber was a 3/4” diameter pipe which was 4 5/8" long. This tube 

then connected to a 2" valve which was used to isolate the target chamber 
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when changing targets. The valve joined onto a 4" diameter pipe leading 

to the neutron cave outside the building. It was necessary that the 

exit tube be 3/4” in diameter in order that the slow counter could be 

positioned as close as possible to zero degrees to the beam direction. 

It was necessary that precautions be taken to prevent the beam’s 

striking any point along the beam tube since this would produce spurious 

neutron background. The switching magnet9 which had an aperture of 

about 1/2” through which the beam had to pass, was one possible source 

of background. In order to keep the beam from striking the entrance to 

the switching magnet9 the beam was focused with the aid of a remotely 

retractable quartz viewer placed immediately in front of the switching 

magnet. The wall between the switching magnet and the experimental area 

had a rectangular opening 1 ft. by 9 ft. for the beam tubes to pass 

through. Paraffin and borax were poured into this opening around the 

pipes to separate completely the experimental area from the accelerator 

room. This reduced the background which came from the accelerator area. 

The beam tube of the alternating gradient magnetic lens was another 

possible source of background since its diameter was only 1 1/2”. The 

beam was focused and steered in such a manner as to minimize the neutron 

background at the lens which was monitored by means of a sphere counter 

placed nearby. The sphere counter also registered any background coming 

from behind the wall. 

It was necessary to keep the neutron background at the target 

chamber at the lowest possible level. Since the focusing of the beam 

at the target was so criticalj, an objective method was devised to provide 

the maximum reproducibility and consistency for maintaining a well 
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focused beam® Near the entrance to the chamber a remotely operated 

quartz viewer was used to obtain a preliminary focus. Since the entrance 

to the chamber was a 3/4" diameter tube* a good focus into the chamber 

was necessary® The final precise focus at the target was obtained with 

the aid of another remotely operated plunger mounted on the chamber so 

that the plunger* upon insertion* was directly in front of the target. 

Attached to the plunger were two tantalum disks* one behind the other® 

The first one had a 3/16" diameter aperture* while the second disk was 

solid® They were electrically insulated from the chamber and from each 

other* and they were connected so that the beam current on either disk 

could be measured remotely® The beam was then focused in such a manner 

that the beam current on the first disk was minimized while that on the 

second* solid disk was maximized® Thus the position of the beam was 

known accurately and could be checked at any time® A diagram of this 

"wishy-washer"* as it has been euphoniously called* is shown along with 

the target chamber in Figure 2. It is important to note that there were 
• i 

no slits in the entire system other than those of the analyzing magnet* 

and they were shielded from the experimental area® 

Since the counters could not be placed at 0° to the beam direction* 

the slow counter was modified so that it might be as close as possible 

to 0°o The moderating paraffin that is usually placed around BF3 tubes 

was made in the shape of a flat cylinder 4 inches in diameter and 11/2 

inches thick® A 3/4" diameter hole along the axis of the cylinder was 

provided for the exit beam tube* and perpendicular to this central hole 

two holes were made for the two BF-j tubes which together with the 

paraffin formed the slow counter® Figure 3 shows this counter arrangement. 
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9 
The fast counter was a conventional modified long counter. It was 

positioned at one side of the beam tube, subtending approximately the 

same angular range as the slow counter. 

A second slow counter was tried in which most of the paraffin was 

shaved off in order to make the sensitivity of the counter decrease more 

rapidly as the energy of the neutrons increased. This is especially 

important in the detection of a threshold when resonances occur immedi¬ 

ately above the threshold where the slow counter is still sensitive to 

the increase in yield due to the resonances. This alternate shape is 

also shown in Figure 3. 

An attempt was made to utilize the sphere counters constructed by 

Bramblett, Ewing, and Bonner‘S because of their widely different sensi¬ 

tivity functions. It was hoped that by using one of the smaller sphere 

counters as a slow counter and one of the larger ones as a fast counter. 

a suitable ratio curve could be obtained. It was found, however, that 

these counters were not as sensitive to weak thresholds as the counters 

described above. 

Most of the thresholds that are reported here are in medium weight 

nuclei, and in this mass region the cone of neutrons immediately above 

threshold opens very rapidly as the bombarding energy is increased. A 

diagram of the cone-angle versus the energy of the proton above thresh- 

CQ CQ 
old is given for the NiJ (p,n)Cu reaction in Figure 4(a). It is seen 

that the cone is completely open at less than 3 keV above threshold. 

A calculation reveals that the edge of the paraffin on the slow counter 

is located at about 9° to the beam direction. From Figure 4(a) it is 

seen that the cone of neutrons has opened to this angle in less than 
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FIGURE 4(a) Cone angle vs. proton energy 
above threshold for the reaction Ni 5®(p,n)Cu58- 
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FIGURE 4(b) Neutron energy vjs. proton 
energy above threshold for Ni58 (p,n) Cu58. 
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1/4 keV above threshold,, That the error induced in the measurements by- 

placing the slow counter at this angle is even less than this value can 

be seen from the fact that neutrons are scattered into the counter al¬ 

most as soon as it becomes energetically possible for them to be created. 

A plot of the energy of the outcoming neutron versus the energy of the 

proton above threshold for angles of 0°, 45°, and 90° is given in Figure 

4(b). 

The counters and electronic equipment for this experiment were 

standard; the only difference was that the outputs from the two BF^ 

tubes of the slow counter were applied in parallel to the first stage 

of amplification. The tube voltages were adjusted separately to obtain 

similar output pulses. 

In order to test the apparatus and have some basis for comparison 

of its performance, the background was measured under the following 

CQ 

conditions: a) no target, b) a 99.95% enriched Ni°° thin foil, c) a 

normal carbon thin foil, and d) a thick 99.94% enriched Ni slug. 

Measurements were taken over the energy range from 3.5 to 10.5 MeV in 

1 MeV steps. At each energy a measurement was taken with each target 

without disturbing the focus of the beam. The results are shown in 

58 
Figure 5. Although the ground state threshold for a Ni target is 

around 9.5 MeV, impurities in the slug caused a background that was an 

average of 10 times higher than with no target in position. When using 

a thin foil as target, small-angle scattering of the beam produces an 

appreciable background, but as is evidenced from the curve for the carbon 

foil, this background is less than that obtained when stopping the beam 

58 
in the Ni slug. 
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11 
Bromley, et al., measured the relative backgrounds that arise 

from stopping the beam in various materials. They found that practically 

all the high Z targets gave identical yields within a factor of 2 and 

that the yields showed a roughly exponential rise with increasing proton 

energy of about a factor of 10 per MeV increase in proton energy. Above 

58 
about 6 MeV the enriched Mi thick target gave the lowest background of 

all the materials that they tried. The yield observed in the present 

eg 
experiment from the Ni slug is probably lower than that observed by 

Bromley, et al., since special care was taken to insure that no slits or 

unnecessary restrictions were placed along the beam tube. The compari¬ 

son of the yields observed from a thin carbon foil and from stopping 

58 
the beam in Ni shown in Figure 5 indicates that above 6 MeV the 

background from the carbon foil is an average of 5 times lower than 

58 58 
that from the Ni slug. The background from the Ni thin target 

appears quite high because of the small angle scattering of the beam 

by the target. This target was the thickest of the thin targets used 

in the entire experiment, however, and should be an indication of the 

upper limit on the background from thin targets with this system. 

Figure 5 also shows the background observed with no target in position. 

It is of interest that several modifications of the system have 

been made since the measurements reported in this thesis were taken. 

The largest single contributor to the background level at the target 

was the small angle scattering of the beam and the consequent production 

of neutrons when this scattered beam struck the exit tube. As was 

stated previously, the 3/4” tube immediately after the chamber was 

necessary in order to position the coulters as close as possible to 0°. 
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The 2" valve following this tube was not necessary* and it was removed 

in order to reduce the amount of material available for scattering 

neutrons into the counters. The 3/4” tube* which was 4 5/8” long, was 

replaced by a 2” long conically shaped tube which tapers from 3/4" 

diameter at the chamber to 1" diameter at the point where it connects 

directly to the 4” pipe leading to the neutron cave.. This 4" pipe was 

lined with a 1/24" thickness of lead for a distance of about 8 ft. from 

the target. The next modification consisted of replacing the 3/16" 

hole in the "wishy-washer" by a 1/8" hole. This allows even more 

precision in aligning the beam. A cold trap was installed in front of 

the chamber* its purpose being to minimize the carbon build-up on the 

targets and the resultant shift in the energy of thresholds. 

After these modifications were completed* the entire beam tube 

from the analyzing magnet to the neutron cave was optically aligned. 

The background measurements mentioned previously were then repeated. 

A decrease in background by an additional factor of 2 or better was 

observed. 

Thus in summary a factor of 10 improvement in background over that 

58 
obtained with a Ni slug has been attained. 



Ill EXPERIMENTAL 

Using the system described in the preceding section (before the 

modifications given in the last two paragraphs) several (p,n) thresholds 

were measured in various necleio The results are given in the sections 

that follow, 

A, C (p,n)N 

13 
The targets used for this reaction were self-supporting C foils 

made by cracking 41.3$ enriched methyl iodide onto 1/4 mil nickel foils, 

mounting the nickel foil onto an aluminum holder, and then etching away 

the nickel with a mixture of diluted nitric and sulphuric acids. The 

target thickness, estimated from the rise in the yield curve for the 

ground state threshold, was found to be about 10 keV for 3,2 protons. 

This threshold also provided a good energy calibration point for the 

analyzing magnet of the tandem Van deGraaff, so this threshold energy 

12 
was taken to be 3.235 MeV as reported by Beckner, et al. The observed 

excitation curve followed the same general shape as had been obtained 

13 
in previous studies up to the second threshold. This threshold, 

observed at 6.956 MeV proton energy, corresponds to the second excited 

13 
state in N . Figure 6 shows the counter ratio curve from 3 to 10 MeV. 

No evidence was found for the first excited state although a close 

8 
search was made. Marion, Bonner, and Cook reported that they did not 

see this threshold with the counter ratio technique, and they attributed 

this result to the high background level in their experiment. Although 
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the background level in the present experiment was quite low, the state 

was not observed. This state has been observed, however, in the elastic 

12 
scattering of protons from C and was reported to be at 2.367 MeV 

excitation energy."^ The position of the second excited state threshold, 

3.464 MeV excitation, is about 50 keV below the previously reported 

position of the level.^ Since the width of this level is known to be 

40 keV however, one expects to see the threshold at the observed energy. 

Commensurate with this is the fact that the ratio curve takes 90 keV 

to reach its maximum. No indication of another threshold which might 

be expected to the third excited state, reported to be 50 keV above 

the second excited state, was observed.^ Figure 7 shows an expanded 

plot of the second excited state threshold. The measurements were made 

up to an energy of 10 MeV in search of any states in s13 which might 

16 13 
correspond to the 5.51 and 6.10 MeV states in the mirror nucleus C , 

but no other thresholds were observed. 

B. Al27(p,n)Si27 

This reaction was studied using a target obtained from evaporation 

of commercially available aluminum onto a glass slide coated with 

detergent, and later floating off the aluminum in water. The target 

thickness was estimated from the rise in the yield curve of the first 

threshold to be about 4 keV for 5.8 MeV protons. The value obtained 

for the ground state threshold is 5.800 MeV. This is to be compared 

with the (p,n) threshold measurement reported by Bromley, et al.. 

17 
of 5.792 MeV for this threshold. Montague, et al., obtained 

+ 27 
5.806 - 0.004 MeV by observing the beta decay of Si after bombarding 

27 Al with protons. 
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A search was made for thresholds leading to the excitation of known 

27 
states in Si , and weak thresholds were observed for the first through 

fourth excited states» The threshold energies that were measured are 

60611* 6.793, 8<,046, and 8„549 MeV; the measurements are the first time 

these levels have been observed by (p,n) threshold methods. 

Figure 8 shows the ratio curves obtained for this reaction. When 

translated into excitation energies, these values agree very well with 

18 
those reported by Rinds and Middleton on their work with the 

c• 28/.. 3 4\c.27 . 
Si (He , He )Sx reaction. 

C. Cr^(p,n)Mn^ 

52 
^r2®3* enriched in the Cr isotope, was evaporated onto a self- 

supporting carbon foil to be used as a target for this reaction. The 

target thickness, estimated from the rise in the thresholds, was ob¬ 

served to be on the order of 1 keV for 6 MeV protons. A careful search 

for the ground state threshold was made, but none was observed. This 

result was expected because the ground state of Mn has an angular 

momentum of 6. The first excited state threshold shows up prominently 

at a bombarding energy of 5.975 MeV, which agrees very well with the 

+ 19 
value of 5.98 - 0.02 MeV obtained by Becker and Fox in their measure- 

52 52 
ment of the beta decay of Mn after bombarding Cr with protons. 

Immediately above threshold the excitation curves from both the slow 

and fast counters show a very complicated resonance structure, with 

about 12 resonances in the compound nucleus Mn^ being evident in the 

100 keV following threshold. Over this small proton energy interval 

the neutron energy does not increase sufficiently for the relative 

counter efficiencies to change appreciably. Therefor 5, the counter 
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ratio curve follows closely the contour of the slow counter curve, and 

the resonances are not cancelled in the ratio0 Under these circumstances 

it becomes difficult to distinguish between thresholds and resonances. 

At least 24 resonances are apparent from 5<.975 to 6,185 MeV proton 

energy, corresponding to the region of excitation from 12,425 to 12<,631 

MeV in Mn33. Figure 9 shows the excitation curves for both counters 

along with the ratio curve, The second excited state threshold was 

observed at 6,149 MeV proton energy,, The ratio curve is shown in Figure 

10o The feature that distinguishes this threshold from the resonances 

around it is the increase in slow counts without any corresponding 

increase in fast counts, If the first excited state is assumed to be 

17 
at 383 keV, then the second excited state is at 544 keV excitation, 

and the ground state threshold is at 5 <>585 MeV bombarding energy, 

Do Ni3^(p,n)Cu^® 

There were two targets available for the study of this reaction. 

One was a thin (about 0,1 mg/cm ) foil of 99*95% enriched Ni , and the 

other was a thick 99*94% enriched slugo The neutron yield from the thin 

foil at 9o5 MeV proton energy was obscured in the high background at 

this energy. The primary reason for this background was the small angle 

scattering of the beam by the foil. The primary threshold was measured 

with the thick target and found to be at 9o509 MeV, about 30 keV higher 

than that reported by the Chalk River groupThe target used in their 

measurement was also a thick isotopically enriched slug of Ni „ This 

threshold is of interest as a calibration point for tandem Van deCraaff 

analyzing magnets, and a precision measurement is important. Recently 
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20 
Montague , et al*} at Harwell measured this threshold by observing the 

58 
beta decay after bombarding Ni with protons, and they obtained the 

value 9*513 MeV for the ground state threshold* Figure 11 shows a plot 

of the slow counter (yield )2^ vs* proton energy for this reaction. The 

reason for such a plot is given in the Introduction* 

E* Ni®®(p,n)Cu^ 

A 0.1 mg/cm2 foil 99*83$ enriched in Ni®® was used as the target 

for this reaction* No information on excited states in Cu®® is avail¬ 

able in the literature* Two measurements of the ground state threshold 

21 
have been reported, one in 1954 by Cohen, et al., who obtained the 

rough value 6*7 i 0.4 MeV by bombarding a stack of interleaved nickel 

and copper foils and then comparing the excitation functions, and 

11 
another, more recent determination by the Chalk River group, who 

obtained 7.016 - 0.015 MeV for this threshold by bombarding a thick 

60 
Hi 0 target. In the present experiment the ground state threshold was 

CO 
observed at 7.025 MeV. As in the case of Cr , a complicated resonance 

structure was found immediately above threshold. At least 32 resonances 

were observed from 7.025 to 7.700 MeV proton energy, corresponding to 

excitation in Cu®^ of 11.720 to 12.530 MeV. Figure 12 shows the slow 

counter yield over this energy region. Some difficulty was encountered 

in distinguishing resonances from thresholds, but repeated measurements 

with different counters showed ratio curves with at least two new levels 

60 
in Cu , the energies of these thresholds being 7.092 and 7.325 MeV 

proton energy. The excitation energies are 66 and 295 keV respectively, 

The ratio curve is shown in Figure 13. There is an anomaly in the 

ratio near 7.65 MeV, but it is not conclusive evidence of the existence 
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of a state. Figure 14 compares the level structure of Cu^ as found in 

this experiment with the known levels in Cu which were also measured 

in this experiment. There is a striking similarity in the positions of 

the levels. 

F. Ni62(p,n)Cu62 

62 
The target used for this reaction was a 98.7$ enriched Ni foil 

o 
about 0.1 mg/cnr thick. As in two preceding cases a great number of 

resonances were observed in the neutron yield above threshold. Figure 

15 shows the slow counter yield curve, and Figure 16 shows the ratio 

curve for this reaction. The ground state threshold was observed at 

4.812 MeV proton energy; the corresponding Q value is -4.735.MeV. The 

first excited state threshold shows up prominently at 4.852 MeV. This 

value of 40 keV excitation for the first excited state agrees with the 

22 
value of 42 keV obtained by Brun, et al., by observation of the beta 

62 
decay of Zn in coincidence with the gamma ray to the ground state of 

62 
Cu. The second excited state threshold occurs at 5.109 MeV, corres- 

22 
ponding to an excitation of 0.293 MeV. Brun, et al., obtained the 

value 0.30 MeV for this level. No previous (p,n) threshold measurements 

had been made for this reaction. In the region from 10.862 to 12.950 

63 
MeV excitation in Cu , 62 resonances were observed in the excitation 

curve. 

*This target, as were the other thin foil nickel targets used in 

these experiments, was obtained from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory; 

and the estimates of their thickness are the upper limits assigned to 

them. 
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IV SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

As has been mentioned earlier., .the energy calibration used for all 

the measurements reported here was carried out by comparison with the 

13 13 
CA (p,n)N ground state threshold0 At this time work is in progress 

to obtain an absolute energy calibration for the analyzing magnet of 

the tandem Van deGraaff„ The values quoted for the thresholds and Q 

values that were measured are believed to be accurate to within i 10 

keV since the accuracy is dependent on the extrapolation over a large 

energy interval in most of the measurements0 This figure should 

improve when the absolute calibration of the analyzing magnet is 

completed,. The errors in the excitation energies should be much 

smaller than those in the thresholdsg howevers since they are indepen¬ 

dent of the absolute energy calibration of the analyzing magneto It 

has been found that the measurements that were taken are reproducible 

to within - 4 keV, and this figure may be taken as the error limits of 

the excitation energies quotedo 

For completeness a table of the thresholds observed along with the 

corresponding Q values and excitation energies is included in Table I« 

Table II lists the resonances that were observed in the various compound 

nuclei and their bombarding energies, center-of-mass energies, and 

excitation energies0 The widths of the levels are all less than or on 

the order of the target thicknesses for the respective reactions,, 



TABLE I 

Summary of Thresholds Observed 

Reaction Etbre.h<lwr> Q(MeV) 
E (Mi 
ex 

C13(pJin)N
13(0) 30235 “3o004 0 

(2) 60965 “6o468 3o464 

Al27(p5n)Si
2?(0) 5„800 =5o593 0 

(1) 6o611 ~6o375 0o782 

(2) 60793 “6o550 0„957 

(3) 8o046 -7o759 2ol66 

(4) 8„549 ■=8o244 20651 

Cr52(p,n)Mn52(l) 5o975 <=5o862 0o383 

(2) 6<>149 =6o033 0„544 

Ni^(p,n)Cu (0) 9o509 “90346 0 

Ni60(psn)Cu
60(0) 7„025 ■=6 <>910 0 

(1) 7<>092 “6o976 O0O66 

(2) 7o325 -7o205 0„295 

Ni62(p*,n)Cu62(0) 4o812 -4o735 0 

(1) 408S2 =4o77S 0o040 

(2) 5ol09 ~5o028 0o293 



TABLE II 

Resonances 

Compound Nucleus (ED)iah(MeV) 

Mn53 5.989 

5.993 

6.000 

6.010 

6.015 

6.023 

6.031 

6.037 

6.043 

6.052 

6.057 

6.066 

6.078 

6.098 

6.102 

6.114 

6.117 

6.122 

6.128 

6.136 

Observed 

EnM(MeV) Eex(MeV) 

5.875 12.438 

5.879 12.442 

5.886 12.449 

5.896 12.459 

5.901 12.464 

5.909 12.472 

5.916 12.479 

5.922 12.485 

5.928 12.491 

5.937 12.500 

5.942 12.505 

5.951 12.514 

5.963 12.526 

5.982 12.545 

5.986 12.549 

5.998 12.561 

6.001 12.564 

6.006 12.569 

6.012 12.575 

6.019 12.582 



TABLE II Cont*d 23 

Mn' 
53 

61 
Cu 

ECM(MeV) EexfoeV) 

6.149 6.032 12.595 

6ol58 6.041 12.604 

6.167 6.050 12.613 

6.176 6.059 12.622 

7.083 6.966 11.775 

7.114 6.997 11.806 

7.138 7.020 11.829 

7.147 7.029 11.838 

7.169 7.051 11.860 

7.198 7.079 11.888 

7.219 7.100 11.909 

7.237 7.118 11.927 

7.253 7.133 11.942 

7.264 7.144 11.953 

7.287 7.167 11.976 

7.313 7.192 12.001 

7.374 7.252 12.061 

7.404 7.282 12.091 

7.423 7.301 12.110 

7.442 7.319 12.128 

7.469 7.346 12.155 

7.488 7.364 12.173 

7.511 7.387 12.196 

7.538 7.414 12.223 



TABLE II Cont»d 24 

Compound Nucleus 

P 61 Cu 

Wl.htep E^CMeV) Eex(MeV) 

7„576 7<>451 12c260 

7o597 7o472 12c281 

7 c 627 7o501 12c310 

7o638 7 c 512 12„321 

7o681 70554 12c363 

7o7l9 7o592 12c401 

7o73S 7o607 12c416 

7o778 7o650 12c459 

7o805 7»676 12c485 

7»821 7o692 12c501 

70836 7o707 12c516 

7„848 7»719 12c528 

40899 4o821 10»947 

4 c 961 4„882 II0OO8 

4o976 4 c 896 llc022 

4o992 4 c 912 llc038 

5o026 4o946 llc072 

5o052 4c97l llc097 

5o086 5c005 11c131 

5d02 5c020 llcl46 

5ol59 5c076 11c202 

5d72 5 c 089 11c215 

5ol88 5d05 11c231 

5o226 5 c 142 11c268 



TABLE II Cont»d 25 

Cu 
63 

OUlahfoeV) EpM(MeV) 

5.265 5.181 11.307 

5o281 5.197 11.323 

5o332 5.247 11.373 

50343 5.258 11.384 

5o367 5.281 11.407 

5.410 5.323 11.449 

5o427 5.340 11.466 

5 .,446 5.359 11.485 

5<>456 5.369 11.495 

5o495 5.407 11.533 

5o512 5.424 11.550 

5o535 5.446 11.572 

5o558 5.469 11.595 

5.571 5.482 11.608 

5.594 5.504 11.630 

5.617 5.527 11.653 

5.630 5.540 11.666 

5.650 5.560 11.686 

5.674 5.583 11.709 

5.714 5.623 11.749 

5.747 5.655 11.781 

5.761 5.669 11.795 

5.788 5.695 11.821 

5.804 5.711 11.837 

5.835 5.742 11.868 



TABLE II Cont’d 26 

Compound Nucleus (E, 

Cu 
63 

>)lab(MeV) ECM(Mev) Eex(Me' 

5.876 5.782 11.908 

5.923 5.828 11.954 

5.933 5.838 11.964 

5.967 5.872 11.998 

5.995 5.899 12.025 

6.029 5.933 12.059 

6.043 5.946 12.072 

6.081 5.984 12.110 

6.098 6.000 12.126 

6.115 6.017 12.143 

6.160 6.061 12.187 

6.178 6.079 12.205 

6.192 6.093 12.219 

6.216 6.117 12.243 

6.279 6.179 12.305 

6.304 6.203 12.329 

6.332 6.231 12.357 

6.374 6.272 12.398 

6.431 6.328 12.454 

6.480 6.376 12.502 

6.523 6.419 12.545 

6.544 6.439 12.565 

6.667 6.560 12.686 

6.903 6.793 12.919 

6.929 6.818 12.944 
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